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Model-based safety analysis is necessary






Traditional methods are subjective and far away from design
process. Safety engineers tend to ignore some unconspicuous
failure effects which may be critical.
When changes occur in systems, tradition methods such as
fault trees, are unable to adapt to the changes fast and
accurately.
With the increasing system scale and complexity, safety
analysis based on formal models is better with more advanced
model description capacity and automated analysis process

 Risks still exist in model construction when using MBSA methods






First of all, modeling a safety model needs large amounts of
information, such as interfaces, system architectures, function
flows and failure data, etc. Insufficient information collection
could not only increase modeling difficulties but also delay
safety assessment progress.
Second, with lack of well-defined procedures, many manmade errors are introduced in the disordered modeling
process.
Finally, after modeling, model verification and validation may
be ignored to check the consistency between the model and
the real system.

A practicable safety modeling process using Altarica is proposed
The whole framework of safety modeling is divided into three phases
as information collection, model building and model V&V.
The sub-processes contained in each phase are depicted as well as
their rationality.
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Static Safety Models
Static safety models describe the propagation of the effects of
failure modes, also we could say that they model on failure logic.
 The failure logic modeling (FLM) approach emerged in the
1990s. FLM comes from traditional safety analysis method such
as FTA and FMEA，but it overcomes the problems of great
difficulty to modify , reuse and application to large systems.
Representative :FPTN, FPTC, Hip-Hops, etc.

……

Static Safety Models
A component’s failure logic describes how deviations of component
inputs (input failure modes) combine with each other and with internal
abnormal phenomena (internal failures) to cause particular deviations
of behavior of component outputs (output failure modes) .

……

Static Safety Models
The system’s FL are composed from the FL of individual
components by connecting output failure modes of one component
with input failure modes of other components

FL of each component

……

FL of a system

Dynamic Safety Models Using Altarica
Altarica could not only be used to model static failure logic, but also
build a dynamic safety mode automaton
In Altarica models, each component is described by a mode
automaton. The basic unit to model a system component is called a
“node” and is composed with three different parts:
the declaration of flow variables, state variables and events;
the definition of transitions;
the definition of assertions

Many tools have been developed to support building and analyzing
Altarica models. In this paper , we adopted tool Simfia™ AIRBUS APSYS
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The modeling process contains three phases: information

collection, model construction and model verification and
validation. Each phase owns different sub processes.

……

Information
collection

Model
construction

Model V&V

 Complete information collection is quite necessary before
constructing a model. Incomplete information would lead to an incorrect
model, which means more efforts to modify the model later.
 The information used to build static and dynamic models is classified.
Static information is still helpful when building dynamic models.
 Static information collection

……

Information
collection

Model
construction

Model V&V

Static information collection
A. Specify the system architecture,
external entities and external interfaces
rationality






……

the architecture is the basis for the model
external entities and interfaces could be used
to specify model inputs and outputs
three kinds of inputs
•
physical flows like energy, information...
•
command and control flows issued by
the operator or pilot
•
configuration parameters referring to
the state of the architecture
model may be used to integrated or
assembled with other models, the interfaces
must be unified with all other models

Information
collection

Model
construction

Model V&V

Static information collection
B. Build the function tree to specify the
functions and services to model
rationality





Function Tree

……

Function tree could be used to specify the
safety-relevant functions and services to
model according to the aircraft FHA and
system FHA results
Function tree could be used to specify how
element functions make up a main function
(the composition of a main function)
the Altarica model is hierarchical, the
hierarchical function tree could be used to
determine the output function of each level
model.

Information
collection

Model
construction

Model V&V

Static information collection
C. Specify system breakdown structure
rationality





Hierarchical structure

……

after specifying the functions to model,
blocks/entities relevant to these functions
could be determined
In order to simply the model, some entities
could be regrouped to reach a proper level of
precision
More importantly, the break down structure
could help build a hierarchical and readable
Altarica model.

Information
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Model
construction

Model V&V

Static information collection
C. Specify system breakdown structure
sample

Level
1

Graphical Decomposition Structure Pattern
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Systems

Level
2

Subsystems

Level
3

Equipments

External

Output
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External

Function
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Static information collection
D. Analysis the functions and services to
be modeled


internal functional analysis (such as building
function flow diagrams) has to be prepared to
identify all functional chains contributing to
the functions.
• blocks involved in the transmission of the
elementary functions
• for every blocks, elementary input and
output functions connected
• for every output of an entity, input functions
needed

Function Flow Block Diagram
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Information
collection

Model
construction

Model V&V

Static information collection
D. Analysis the functions and services to
be modeled


Blocks and Relevant Failure Inormation

……

internal functional analysis (such as building
function flow diagrams) has to be prepared to
identify all functional chains contributing to
the functions.
• relevant states of the inputs and outputs
(failed or normal, etc.)
• the physical states of the equipment-level
entities
• possible specific dependency polynomial
concerning an output state

Information
collection

Model
construction

Model V&V

Dynamic information collection
 Dynamic information is used to build Altarica mode automata. The static
information above is also helpful
 Since the dynamic model is based on the theory of mode automata, a state
diagram is quite useful to gather the necessary dynamic information
o inputs and outputs of the object
o states that the object owns
o the polynomials of outputs, inputs and self-states
o the way that one state transformed to another
o the synchronized transition events happened to a system
o the initial state


State explosion is a problem that maybe introduced by the dynamic models. In order to
reduce the states and simply the models, the states of certain object should be
determined by its function failure modes instead of numbers of hardware failure
modes (Hardware failure modes are usually much more than function failure modes,
and it is difficult to determine its output when hardware failure mode occurs)

……

Information
collection

Model
construction

Model V&V

A. Build the architecture
 According to the architecture and system breakdown structure, build a
hierarchical architectural model. Determine the constituent blocks of different
level models. It starts from the system level, and then the sub-system level
until the bottom item level.
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Information
collection

Model
construction

Model V&V

B. Build the connection among different levels and different blocks
 According to the function flow charts, the connection among different
blocks of different levels could be built. There is no need to clearly define
the characters of connection, which could be detailed in the following steps.
However, the pre-defined connection could avoid missing input information
when editing the blocks in the next step. It would be much more
reasonable to connect the blocks from the top level to the bottom level.
 There are two ways to connect the blocks with the main functions and
services to be provided by the system. For dynamic models， only is the first
is allowed since dynamic models represent actual operation situations.
•

Connect according to the topological structure of the functional network.
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B. Build the connection among different levels and different blocks
 There are two ways to connect the blocks with the main functions and
services to be provided by the system. For dynamic models， only is the first
is allowed since dynamic models represent actual operation situations.
•

Connect according to system composition. Determine the elementary entities
contributing to the main function, and connect these entities with functions issued
from the supporting entities directly to the main entity.
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Information
collection

Model
construction

Model V&V

C. Edit the bottom blocks referring to the information collected in Phase 1
 For static models, there are three steps to edit the elementary blocks or
bottom blocks.
 First, define the input and output of the blocks.
 Then, define the states of the each block.


At last, define the logic relations among outputs, inputs and states.

 For dynamic models, more work needs to do except for the above three
steps.
 The forth step is define the state transitions.
 Some transitions may happen at the same time. After editing the
elementary blocks, the synchronous transition should be defined in the
block of the corresponding higher level.
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D. Create missions and phases
 Create missions and phases to declare the initial state.
 When safety analysts try to build static models, this step is necessary if
the system has different configurations during different phases.
 For dynamic model, it is always necessary to define the initial state.
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Information
collection

Model
construction

Model V&V

Model V&V is to ensure the correctness and completeness of models.
Theoretical V&V
V&V checklists, FMEA/FTA/Reliability diagrams could be used to support V&V
process. FMEA/FTA/Reliability diagrams could be used to check if the results are
consistent with the previously known causes of failure conditions. V&V checklists
should contain as many requirements as possible to guarantee the correctness and
completeness.
Step-by-step simulation is supported by lots of analysis toolsets today. For static
models, it is possible to choose a failure state, and observe how it influences other
items. Similarly, after setting up a trigger event (or transition), it is possible to
observe how the system operates. In that way, we could verify if the model is built
correct.
Practical V&V
Practical V&V is valid only if a physical model or real sample of the model can be
used. Practical V&V works through producing real failures on the real system, and
check if there is a coherency between the real effects produced and those predicted
by the FMECA generated from the model.
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A. Information Collection
a) Specify the system architecture, external entities and external interfaces.

b) Build the function tree to specify the functions and services to model

……

A. Information Collection
c) Specify system breakdown structure

……

A. Information Collection
d) Analysis the functions and services to be modeled

……

A. Information collection
e) State diagram analysis
 Take the pump of sub-system B as an example to show how to determine
the dynamic information.

• two states of inputs: normal( with oil providing by
the tank), and failed (without oil providing)
• two states of outputs: normal (providing oil with
certain pressure and flow), and failed (disabled to
provide oil with certain pressure of flow)
• two self-states: normal and failed
• asserts: when the pump works normal and its input
is normal, then its output is normal; If its input is
failed or the pump is failed, its output is failed
• Transition: when the pump failed, its state
transformed from normal to fail.

• Synchronism: when the pump’s state converts to
failed, the state of pump of subsystem C turns to
working from waiting.
• initial state: normal

……

B. Model construction

……

C. Model V&V

Fault Tree

Step-by-step
Simulation
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A practicable safety modeling process using Altarica is
proposed in this paper. The methodology could normalize
the safety modeling process and enhance the model
readability, correctness and completeness, and avoid
unnecessary modeling errors.
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